
Hello Bees!  

 
As most of you are now in school this Activity Menu introduces a project for you to complete 

between now and the end of term. We would like you to create your own Fairy Tale Diorama (see 

below!) and hope you will enjoy tackling it with all your creativity, imagination and writing skills! 

In addition we hope you will complete the range of phonics 2Do’s on Purple Mash that will help 

you revise all your single sounds and digraphs (two letters one sound). Use your sound mats too! 

Don’t forget that Maths is everywhere so keep on the lookout for all those numbers, shapes and 

patterns too. You will find a range of Maths Activities on Top Marks 

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/Search.aspx?Subject=16&AgeGroup=1  Choose the EYFS or Year 1 activities 

that interest you and see how far you can get in developing your number and shape skills. 

Also attached are your tricky words and some ideas that will help make sure you are getting 

ready for Year 1. Have fun! 

With love from the EYFS Team 

ACTIVITY PROJECT: Creating a Fairy Tale Diorama 

First of all let’s explain what a Diorama is!  

A diorama is really a Story Box! It is a three dimensional model which in the olden days was like 

a mini theatre that you could carry around to show your audience! Here are some pictures to 

help you get the idea! 

                 

       

 

 

 

Can you work out which diorama 

belongs to which Fairy Tale? 

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/Search.aspx?Subject=16&AgeGroup=1


What we would like you to do. 

Use your imagination to create a mini theatre to help tell the story. You could use some of the 

ideas from our blogs or be really creative and make up your own story and characters! 

Remember, your story needs to have a beginning, a middle and an end to make it work!   

Then make a zig zag book of your story to go along with your mini theatre and/or add labels for 

the characters (who is in the story) and setting (where the story is set). 

How do I make it? 

This is up to you but you need to start with a box of some sort and add decorations and 

characters to help tell the tale. You could include finger puppets or make little characters using 

lolly sticks of modelling clay. Use different voices when you are telling the story like the Wolf 

in the Three Little Pigs!  

Show us your writing skills … 

Your zig-zag book and your labels will show how you have learnt and understood your phonics! 

Have a go … plan what you want to write, use your phonics to sound out the words, then read it 

back to see if it makes sense!   

Good Luck! 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

                                                                             

 

   


